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About This Game

Hacker Evolution Duality is the hacking simulation game, developed by exosyphen studios. Based on the successful Hacker
Evolution game series, it has been completely redesigned to offer an impressive and new gaming experience.

Hacker Evolution Duality starts in the early days of Brian Spencer when he was nothing more than a brilliant programmer. It
than fast forwards to the future, where he has to stop an Artificial Intelligence he has created, unknowingly and take back

control of a giant company he once used to own.
You have to hack into computers using various tools, from a basic firewall cracker, to sophisticated voice print authentication

systems. Steal money to finance your objectives, buy hardware upgrades or bribe off other hackers that are present in the game.
Go as far as bypassing complex security systems to make your way into buildings and steal data. Frame people or even murder

them using ingenious traps.
You are not alone in the game. Other hackers controlled by a complex artificial intelligence, will stop at nothing to destroy you.

The game features a single player mode where you follow the game's story and an open world mode, where you play a death
match against other hackers.

Key features:

Redesigned interface and game play
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Large open world populated by AI hackers

Amazing new graphics, sounds and animations

Choice of game play: pursue the game's objectives, or play a never ending and evolving open game.
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Title: Hacker Evolution Duality
Genre: Indie
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exosyphen studios
Publisher:
exosyphen studios
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Cute game. I enjoy it.. This game is a gift to everyone.. It's a great game that will make your friends either frustrated or laugh
hysterically. Skill-based and incredibly addicting.. quot;YOU
GOTTA
GO
IN
THE
S P A C E
H O L E"

I enjoyed this game a lot. I also really like how you need to move your sphere along a thin course in order to either reset data, or
get an achievement.
There's hints of Super Monkey Ball in here, with some interestingly designed courses and an above average soundtrack. Controls
are a little finnicky, but the addition of controller support is welcome.
Honestly, I went in with low expectations, expecting a sub-par unity asset hell experience, but in the long run, I enjoyed the
game, and had myself a really nice time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpfYJO9P7NA. It's nice that a game has built in breaks. When one of the captains start
talking, I know I have enough time to go make a cup of tea, mow the lawn, run some errands, and work my 10 hour shift before
they'll be done. This makes dying unfairly to them due to their prompts being sometimes only a quarter of a second long extra
pleasurable, because I know that I'll be given extra time to do more things besides playing the game.

I'm only 11 hours in as of writing this review, but it seems the nemesis system has almost no impact on the story, aside from
someone you've fought before occasionally showing up. Is it too much to ask for the biggest element in the game to be the
focus? I spend all my time walking from one main quest to another. The story is about as basic as it gets, so I don't know why a
developer would make you spend any more time on it than you have to.

edit: I reached the point where you fight a crowd of enemies while a drake breathes fire on you from above. Nothing about this
is fun. I'm getting stuck like a pincushion by the spear-throwers (whose aim are ungodly accurate), getting my attacks denied by
all the berserkers and olog-hai, and then any time I begin an execution move a red ring surrounds me just to emphasize that even
when I'm doing well I'm not allowed to win.. never played it but i know cossacks its 8/10. Hmm, not a bad game, but I'm not
into it. I may play more and change my mind but, based on first impressions I can't recommend.. THANK YOU FOR
THIS!!!!!!!!! I DONT WANT TO KILL ZOMBIES OR ESCAPE CABINS OR FLAIL AROUND AT VIRTUAL
SHUTTLE\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 IN SPACE.

I WANT TO BUG OUT SURROUNDED BY BEAUTIFUL THINGS.

AND THIS DIRECTLY ADDRESSES THAT FUNDAMENTAL NEED.

{{{{{{ LOVE THIS GAME }}}}}

. Absolutely loved it! Super fun and creative and a super cute game!. really nice
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First hings first. It says I have only 5 minutes into this game and that is not true.
I have launched it through CMANO and I have well over 100h in this scenario alone.

Some missions have been hard and some easier.
There is a great variation in types of missions (ASW, AAW, ASuW).

If you are hesitating on getting CMANO then get this one.
If you already have CMANO, then still get this one !

I really enjoyed the final mission, the ending and the journey there.. The game is actually alright. Im the first one to write a
review for this game, and I might be the first or second person to actually buy the game. It was 69 cents ($1 without sale) so I
decided to buy it.

The concept is interesting and is really fun for a casual game and its price. I can tell that it's mostly just a test game for the devs.
This might just be a prototype or something, but it's still good. There are, however, a few flaws. There is no save option that I
am aware of. If you mess up, you die. You have to start from the very beginning. At the time of writing this I think I've only
made it to level 8. But how many levels ARE there? I would be really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if I found out
that the one level that I messed up on was the LAST one, and I had to do the game all over again. Now maybe make an OPTION
for this, but as far as Im concerned, if you mess up, you have to restart the game.

Overall, the game is fun, addictive and very hard. It's worth buying if you like a challenge. If you're looking for a game where
you can run through levels and relax, just find a different game.

I still recommend it, because as I've said, it's still fun and addictive.. I am torn on whether or not to recommend this game.

Personally, the biggest perk from this game is its atmosphere. How beautiful and artful it is comes in a close second, however.
The imagery is fantastical. I loved the colors and how each level centralizes (or tries to anyway) around a certain theme and
color. I found that the character breaking into shards of glass when dying was interesting and the entire concept of what a tulpa
is. The visuals and the atmosphere of this game is the most fascinating and enjoyable aspect this game has to offer.

On the other side, this game has some hefty cons. It is incredibly short. One playthrough takes roughly about an hour to get
through (this is coming from someone who gets stuck on the simplest of puzzles). The ending is very abrupt and unexpected
with no real plot involved - unless I am perhaps too vague to understand the depth that is presented in the surreal imagery. There
does appear to be a hint of a story underlying the imagery, but after spending my time going through multiple playthroughs I
simply cannot fathom what I am missing. With so much to look forward to regarding the imagery and the atmosphere I was
hoping for at least five levels to go deeper into the concept of a "tulpa" (which is a fascinating concept on its own and I did not
feel as though it explored this idea at all). I was, admittedly, very disappointed with the abrupt ending as I was enjoying the
game up until then. I had expected a lot more from it.

Regardless of its hefty con ... it is worth playing in my opinion, especially if you enjoy atmospheric games with lots of imagery.
I would wait until it was on sale to purchase, though.. This is by far one of the best Choice of Games titles I've come across. The
story was gripping and it felt like every choice seriously mattered. My only regret was having waited so long to play through it. I
seriously hope that there is a follow-up to this. An easy 10/10.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5hjwqCc_4Y&feature=youtu.be

About Love and Hate is one of those games that you wouldn’t really go out of your way to play unless you happened to have a
couple extra dollars laying around and wanted to kill time, which makes sense that it feels like that as it was originally released
on mobile platforms before being recently released on steam. It is a puzzle game that focuses on you alternating between two
characters and using their special abilities of pushing and pulling blocks to complete puzzles. The game is fairly slow paced and
doesn’t really ever reach a level of difficulty that makes you want to slam your face on your desk and give up like a good puzzle
game should. You will quickly burn through 30 levels and wonder when you’re going to get to the actual meat and potatoes of
the game.

The way this game was designed feels like a game that was designed with mobile platforms in mind as the levels are something
you could easily accomplish while waiting in a line or going to the bathroom, not necessarily the kind of game you would want
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to binge through on your home PC. As you progress through the game, it does continually introduce interesting gameplay
mechanics to attempt to maintain some level of freshness to the level design, such as teleporting, blocks that make you fly, and
(literally) dead bodies that act as immovable walls, however; the lack of difficulty remains prevalent throughout which hardly
makes the game worth a second run through once you complete the level.

The game is charming and you can easily sink about 3 hours of gameplay into it before you’ve had your fill and decide to move
on to the next game. At an asking price of 6.99 this may be a steep premium to pay for the number of hours you will invest in
the game, however be sure to double check your inventory for a coupon that knocked the game down significantly lower to
$1.40 which at that price you might as well pick it up and test it out.
. Would be good if it wasn't a glitchy ♥♥♥♥ing mess! unplayable.. Good reskin but the thing is though the pantograph does not
go up or down while driving in AC mode on the \/6 subclass which makes it a bit unrealistic. If that could be fixed it would be
great. I LOVE Eets! I remember when I first found the demo for Eets: Chowdown, and I was in love! This puzzle\/thinking
game is great for anyone who loves cute and silly things, while wanting a challenge at the same time! Did I mention that YOU
can make your own puzzles in this game? Yeah, it's that awesome! This is why this game should win an award!
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